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Meta Description
Advertise your facility with ease with SpareFoot. SpareFoot's tools and services will help you with
self storage marketing and gaining more tenants.

Build an effective website for your self storage facility with SpareFoot's SiteBuilder. SiteBuilder will
help you create an easy-to-use website to land more customers.

Other Changes

ALT tags on images? I'm not sure what it would say in relation to marketing or advertising, but it
could possibly help with SEO

Personally, I don't like that first image that one sees when first clicking on that link. When I see it, it
makes me think that SiteBuilder itself is messy. Instead, it should be a slick nice screenshot of a
website built by SiteBuilder, not three cluttered windows of it.

Needs more keywords on the webpage. Marketing is stated a few times, but how about advertising?
Using "self storage advertising" as keywords makes no sense as advertising isn't anywhere to be
found;

ALT tags on the images can help a lot, mostly on that first image. I was reading an SEOMoz article
and someone stated the strange significance of alt tags. Just adding "Self Storage Website" on the
first image wouldn't hurt

That being said, marketing isn't even in the content of this page. Each little paragraph thing should
have "marketing" and/or business at least once in each of them.

<h1> and <h2> should be changed. The whole "Don't have an effective website? Yikes." thing is a
bit corny and keywords could be integrated into these headings. It could be h1: Don't have an
effective website? h2: Let SpareFoot's SiteBuilder help create one for your self storage facility.

Notes

For both webpages, definitely bold the keywords once in where they appear in both sites. Definitely optimize images by giving them alt tags. The SiteBuilder webpage can be a little tl;dr, but maybe
that's just me as a young person thing and someone that is actually looking to add their facility won't mind the length. I find that http://www.sparefoot.com/business being blank really disturbing when that
could definitely be used. What about business? Why not just take out business and make it sparefoot.com/facilities so that if we add, say, marketing to the url, it would be sparefoot.
com/facilities/marketing rather than sparefoot.com/business/facilities/marketing. The highest ranking pages have the keywords in the url, which both pages fail to have. The more I look at the SiteBuilder
webpage, the more frustrated I get with that cluttered screenshot and that corny tagline that could be used to include some keywords. "Self Storage Website" is a strange string of keywords if only
because Public Self Storage's homepage comes up. On Adwords, "Storage Website" has lower competition than "Self Storage Website" so that's something to look into. I think "Self Storage Website"
may be too general so, maybe as a long-tail keyword "Self Storage Website Design" might be one to consider (although not many people search that monthly.. Looking back it, seems that removing
"self" from the keyword puts the keyword into a medium level competition. I don't know, I guess it's something to consider.


